TYPES OF AMMUNITION
1. Ammunition – collective name for ammunition, cartridges and shots for firearms
2. Reloading ammunition – ammunition, which use the already used cartridges
3. Testing ammunition – ammunition, designed for official testing of weapons under a
special legislation
4. Munitions – is a collective term for hand grenade and other grenades, shots for
bazookas, artillery ammunitions, bombs, torpedo, controlled and non-controlled
rackets, cassette ammunition, secondary explosive charges, mines, pyro-patrons,
expelling misleading targets, pyrotechnical imitative devices, signal and lighting
devices, decoying explosive devices, including the devices for long-distance
detonation; for ammunition is also considered to be the main components, which are
artillery shots and cartridges, ignitions, lighters and initiators
5. Inactive ammunition and munitions – ammunition and munitions, which doesn´t
contain the explosive and even not the active munitions fillings. It includes the
ammunition and munitions, doesn´t laborated, depreciated ammunition and
munitions, ammunition and munitions cuts and ammunition and munitions models
6. Shot – is fired from the firearms, designed to hit targets or causing other effects
7. United shot - is a body, designed to reach targets or causing another effect, that is
not divided after leaving of barrel
8. Mass shot - is a body or substance in a solid state, liquid or gaseous state, designed
to hit the targets or causing another effect, that is divided after leaving of barrel
9. Penetration shot – united shot, which is created by the material, which is harder
than 250 HB, hardness according to Brinell, or shot, which is laborated to
ammunition, which shows the penetrative effect with its construction or shot energy;
generally, the ammunition has penetrative shot with combined effect, designed for
military or special purposes
10. Explosive shot – composite sheathed shot, containing the explosive composition,
which explodes after impact
11. Ignition shot – composite sheathed shot, containing the ignition composition, which
is ignite after the impact

12. Shock shot – united shot with top truncated cone shape, which is at the top
equipped with open cylindrical cavity, into which the part of leaden core at truncated
cone shape is involve, the packet is lengthwise cut at the edges.
13. Charge – is a unit, designed for inserting (charging) into a firearm, signal weapon or
special weapon, which consist of a cartridge, matches or matches mixture, propellant
filling and shot
14. Cartridge – is a unit, designed for inserting (charging) into a expansion weapon,
expansion device or special weapon, which consists of a cartridge, matches or
matches mixture, may contained a propellant charge, granules or chemical irritant
15. Depreciated ammunition and munitions – is ammunition and munitions, on which
they were made irreversible modifications, prevented their original function.
Depreciated ammunition and munitions are identified according to a special legal
regulation
16. Ammunition and munitions cuts – manufactured for school and training purposes of
armed forces, deprived of explosive and other active munitions filling, on which they
were made an adjustments, uncovered at least partially the inside ammunition
construction or munitions construction, including spare (inert) fillings. Ammunition
and munitions cut is identified according to a special legal regulation
17. Delaborated ammunition and munitions – is get rid of explosive and any other active
munitions fillings, don´t identified according to special legal regulations
18. Ammunition and munitions maquette – ammunition and munitions shape and
dimensions identical with the original design, don´t contain any explosive or other
active munitions fillings, while can be produced from a different material (nonstandard) material and can contain fillings, produced with alternative (inert) material.
It includes a civilian or military school ammunition or munitions, designed for training
or for training courses
19. Unexploded munitions – is a collective term for ammunition, which was ready for
use or was used (for example was fired, dropped, was scattered, throw or propelled)
and to stay unexploded, for example due to failure or initiation mechanism or was
constructed by way, not to fail with another causes (i.e. treating)
20. Training charge – a charge, designed for acoustic and light imitation of live shooting

